An Advanced Weapon Deserves an
Advanced WeaponLight

LIGHT
IT
UP
BEFORE YOU SIGHT IT UP

You’ve purchased one of the most advanced pistols on
the market. Don’t diminish its capabilities with
a lesser light. Outfit your XD with the world’s finest
handgun WeaponLight, from a name you can trust —
backed by the SureFire guarantee: If it breaks, we fix it!

Equip Your XD for Low-Light
Situations with the SureFire
SureFire LLC and any accompanying legal

X200

Order your SureFire X200 today by visiting
www.surefire.com or by calling 1-800-828-8809

SUREFIRE X200
Momentary /
Constant-on
switch

Electronically
Regualted
Luxeon LED

Slides on to your
XD’s accessory rail

WEAPONLIGHT FOR LOW-LIGHT SITUATIONS
SureFire’s X200 — the world’s smallest
high-performance LED WeaponLight from the #1
producer of weapon-mounted illumination tools for
SWAT teams and military special-ops units —
provides enough light to illuminate and temporarily
blind aggressors hiding in the shadows. It’s
compact and lightweight, attaching directly to the
rail of your XD, yet solid and powerful enough to
qualify as a tactical light.

WHEN DARKNESS FALLS, YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES RISE

SURGICAL CONTROL

It’s up to you, the operator, to properly identify your
target. In fact, you could be held legally liable for firing
at something or someone you can’t see well enough to
identify. Yet you still have a responsibility to protect your
family, your property, and yourself from bad guys using
darkness as cover.

The X200 comes with a dual-momentary and constant-on
push / toggle switch, making it totally ambidextrous. The
X200 can also be configured with two remote-switching
options designed especially for your new XD, allowing
you to activate your light without ever moving a finger
from the grip.

THE POWER OF LED
The X200 features an electronically regulated Luxeon
LED capable of producing up to 100 lumens of blinding
light.* And because it has no filament to break or burn
out, the solid-state light is virtually immune to damage
from recoil, vibration, or impact.
The SureFire X200 comes in two models: the X200A
with a TIR (Total Internal Reflection) lens for a tighter
beam suitable for close-quarter and mid-range
situations, and the X200B with a wider-angle beam
perfect for clearing a room.
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* Max output for X200B is 100 lumens; max output for X200A is 60 lumens
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